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Abstract
This paper proposes several novel architectural styles for active documents. Active documents are
documents that contain not only data, but also servlets, applets, expressions in spreadsheet languages,
and other forms of software. To grasp the different forms of architectures, several novel concepts are
defined. Invasive document composition is a type-safe form of template expansion and extension;
transconsistency is a form of transclusion for architectures; and staged architectures provide a form
of staged programming on the architectural level. With these concepts, it is possible to explain
the architectures of many document processing applications for Web and office, and we define the
architectural styles of wizard-parametrized, script-parametrized, transconsistent, stream-based, and
staged active documents. Finally, we give a hypothesis of active document composition: it consists of
four elements, namely, explicit architecture, invasiveness, transconsistency, and staging. On the basis
of this hypothesis, many applications in Web engineering and document processing get a common
background, and can be compared and simplified.
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1. Introduction
What is an active document? Certainly, it is a document that contains both data and
software, data and macros, or data and scripts. An active document can be manipulated
interactively, e.g., it may contain form fields that initiate complex actions after a user
has filled them. Active documents also appear on the Web, containing servlets or
applets in different scripting languages. Often, an active document immediately reacts on
user changes. Most importantly, active documents contain components that are derived
automatically from a set of base components, while the embedded software manages the
derivation. Thereby, the final form of the documents can be described in a very concise
form: the embedded software, the implicit form, expands some template components to
the final document, the explicit form, pure data, which can be much larger than its implicit
form. Hence, active documents exploit the power of programming to represent document
content more concisely.
However, constructing active documents is difficult. Unlike software engineering, in
which component models have been found that simplify software construction (such as mo-
dules, objects, and COTS [2]), active document engineering seems to be still in its infancy
stage. Scripts are embedded or interspersed with XML; the coupling of data and applets
varies from browser to browser; the coupling of data and servlets from Web server to Web
server; we are far away from interoperability, not to speak of a sound modular technology.
This paper proposes a simple cure. We argue that active document engineering would be
much easier and safer if architectures were to be explicitly discerned. While in software
engineering, the distinction of architectures has been a major step forward [2], we claim
that this will also be the case for software embedded in documents, i.e., active documents.
However, before architectures for active documents can be discerned, or, in other words,
before an architectural language for active documents can be defined, the requirements
of such architectures have to be carefully analyzed. This is what we attempt in the
following. From frequent problems in engineering of active documents, we derive
three main requirements. Firstly, an architectural language for active documents should
contain invasive composition operations, invasive in the sense that they embed document
fragments into document templates (Section 4). Invasiveness is required for template
instantiation (parametrization), as well as for document extension. Secondly, architectures
for active documents should be transconsistent (Section 5). Transconsistency means that
every change is propagated to all dependent document parts immediately (hot update).
Transconsistency is an extended form of transclusion, a basic operation in hypertexts,
which embeds document components into other documents and propagates changes to all
inclusion contexts immediately [15]. Transconsistency generalizes this behavior to active
documents. Whenever the user edits a base component, all dependent components are
updated immediately. Hence, transconsistency is an important operation for interactive
editing of active documents. Last, but not least, active documents need staged architectures
(Section 6). Staged architectures, based on staged programming [17], have several different
computation stages, each with a specific subarchitecture. The architectural specification of
a later stage is computed from the execution of the previous stage. With this architectural
principle, we are able to explain many Web-based systems (Section 6). Typically, they
contain 2–4 stages.
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Finally, we present a hypothesis of active document composition (Section 7). We
presume that a reasonable composition technology for active documents requires four basic
concepts: an explicit architecture (including well-defined component models for software
and data), the invasive operations, the transconsistent evaluation, and the staging. At the
moment, this hypothesis is without proof. However, for all three groups of architectural
elements, invasiveness, transconsistency, and staging, architectural styles can be defined,
for which many examples of running systems exist. They show that the hypothesis is
not unreasonable, although it might be refined and extended in the future. Nevertheless,
we hope that, on the basis of the architectural styles presented, the engineering of active
documents, including Web systems, can be improved.
2. Frequent problems in document engineering
This section presents several typical problems in active document engineering. For the
paper, an active document is defined as follows.
Definition 1. An active document is a component-based document with a set of derived
components that is computed from a set of base components. To this end, it contains or is
tightly associated with software.
The software that produces the derived components must be tightly associated with the
active document. It should have a stronger relationship to the document than an editor.
Hence, in the following, it is called embedded software, although it need not necessarily
be physically embedded in the active document. Active documents appear in particular in
Web engineering:
Example 2. Many Web systems consist of HTML templates that are expanded by
embedded software (embedded script expansion): the templates contain slots, parameters,
that must be filled with other HTML fragments.1 To this end, scripts are embedded in
the template slots. When processing a page, the server expands the scripts and inserts
their results as strings into the slots. Although the HTML document is controlled by a
DTD or an XSchema and every slot expects a certain tag type, slots are usually expanded
without checking the tag types. The validity of the parametrizations is checked when the
expanded document is read by a parser, typically during display in the browser. This
untyped expansion, however, is error-prone, since the developer cannot be informed of
typing errors.
From this example, we can derive a first requirement for document processing.
Composition operations, in particular template expansions, should be typed, and should be
possible for every kind of fragment of the document language. A second requirement for
active documents will be that, at least in editing contexts, derived components are updated
immediately.
1 Fragments and slots have been popularized by the BETA fragment metaprogramming system [12]. A
fragment is a word that can be derived from a nonterminal in a grammar. A slot is a parameter of the fragment
that corresponds to another nonterminal and can be bound by another fragment.
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Fig. 1. A requirements specification. Requirements are defined distributedly, but collected into a central
requirements table. The collection scripts can be regarded as an architecture that updates the document.
Example 3. Consider a typical indexing problem in an active document. If a requirement
specification for a project should be produced, the requirements will not be written up
in a single list, but will appear dispersed over the requirements document, embedded in
plain text, interspersed with figures, and illustrated by examples (Fig. 1). Imagine that a
complete list of requirements, sorted along the priorities, should appear in the appendix
of the document. Such a task can be performed by a macro script, which assembles the
distributed requirements, sorts them along their priorities, and puts them into the appendix.
When a user changes a requirement, the document becomes inconsistent: until the macro
script is re-executed, the information of the derived table is inconsistent with the rest of the
document. However, usually, the macro script is not triggered automatically, but has to be
started by the user (hot update problem).2
Actually, hot update is the strength of another type of active document, spreadsheets.
They contain data-flow graphs calculating dependent cells from input cells, and these data-
flow graphs are evaluated with hot update. However, spreadsheets have other problems, in
particular, when they become large. Often, sheets must be generated and linked to each
other, which can only be done by preprocessing.
Example 4. For preparing a project proposal, the EU commission recommends an
Excel spreadsheet application, Electra, for preparing financial data [3]. This impressive
application contains about 4–6 sheets for every partner, from which it computes cost and
2 Batch processing of documents, e.g., with LaTeX, suffers from the same problem.
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funding tables. Since the number of partners differs from project to project, the spreadsheet
cannot be preconfigured with a constant number of pages. Instead, in a first phase, the
spreadsheet asks for the number of partners and generates the partner specific sheets as new
subcomponents. Hence, for 10 partners, the spreadsheet generates about 40 partner-specific
pages, from which, in the second phase, 20 summary pages are filled with computed values.
Obviously, here the scripting language is used to generate a second stage of processing,
the real spreadsheet. This indicates that complex active documents require several phases of
processing. And we believe that for solving this and the other above-mentioned problems,
it would be beneficial to discern architectures explicitly.
3. Architectures for active documents
Many of the above problems suffer from the fact that scripts, macros, and document
components are intermingled, tangled, and intertwined. For software, it was shown in the
1990s that it is advantageous to discern an architecture explicitly, because it separates one
concern, programming in the large, from another concern, programming in the small, and
improves readability, maintainability, and documentation [8,5]. However, there is no such
concept in the world of active documents. Imagine its advantages for the above problem
fields: servlets would not be intertwined with HTML templates, but specified separatedly,
making them more maintainable and readable. Macro scripts in requirement specifications
could be vizualized graphically, enhancing the understanding of the document processing.
And big spreadsheets could be presented in a simple way by visualizing their architecture.
With an explicit architecture, even the typing problems can be tackled. At first sight,
it seems that it should be sufficient to employ strongly typed languages. However, not
only types are involved, but also multiple component models, and it is unlikely that a
common type system can be found for all of them. With an explicit architecture, component
interfaces have to be specified precisely, and then it is possible to construct mappings
between the types in the interfaces and to check types across different component models,
as CORBA suggests [18].
Definition 5. If the embedded software of an active document is separated from the
components on which it computes, we say that the active document has an architecture.
If the architecture of an active document is an acyclic data-flow graph of operations
on document components, the document is called an active document with data-flow
architecture.
In an active document with a data-flow architecture, the dependencies between the
document components are acyclic. Such an architecture is well structured, ensures that the
embedded software terminates, and composes more easily. More complex architectures,
e.g., those with cyclic dependencies that require fixpoint computations [10], are possible,
if a complete partial order is defined on the components. However, this goes beyond the
scope of this paper. On the other hand, a data-flow architecture does not impose a strong
restriction, because, nevertheless, the document manipulations can be very complex, e.g.,
extraction, generation, embedding of text, figures, or tables.
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The basic question that we will deal with in the rest of the paper is which principles
are required for such architectures. Clearly, the architectures will rely on underlying
component models, but how do the operations in the architectural data-flow graph look?
Which architectural styles are possible? Can these explain typical applications in active
document processing?
4. Invasive documents
This section deals with architectural styles that expand template components. In
software engineering, templates can be processed by invasive composition operations, a
rather recent concept of composition systems [2]. These operations, parametrizations and
extensions, are the basic operations of fragment calculi, composition systems in which
components consist of fragment templates. Like HTML templates, code templates carry
slots, variation points, that must be filled with other code fragments, so code templates are
instantiated towards executable components. Besides slots, the templates also carry hooks,
extension points, which can be extended with other fragments [1].
It is typical for a fragment-based software composition system that invasive
compositions are type-safe, i.e., are typed in a metamodel of the component language [2].
In the simplest case, this can be grammar of the language. On the basis of the types of
the metamodel, every operation checks whether the fragments that are filled into a slot
or a hook have the expected type. The object-oriented language BETA has pioneered
this typing principle [12]. The BETA fragment system employs the BETA grammar as a
metamodel and type-checks every composition of BETA fragments. (The BETA compiler
can even compile every fragment of the language separately.) The principle, however,
works for any language. A second big advantage is that parametrization and extension
work for any kind of code fragment, i.e., any kind of language construct. Code templates
can be written with slots of every language construct, not only class templates. Thirdly,
in an invasive composition system, the architecture of a software system is described
by a composition program. Composition programs call simple and complex composition
operations on components, building up composed components and complete systems.
In many cases, composition programs correspond to architectural data-flow graphs over
invasive operations.
While the invasive composition and architecture technology has been defined for Java
fragments, it does not depend on Java [2]. The next step could be to transfer the invasive
technology to document fragments, making it available for document compositions. For
this application area, embedding operations are very important. In contrast to component-
based software, in which delegation solves a lot of tasks, document components need to be
seen in their context, i.e., should be embedded into their client components. Therefore, we
can transfer the experiences with invasive software architectures to active documents.
4.1. Invasive architectural styles for active documents
From the above considerations, we will now deduce the first architectural styles for
active documents. The basic requirement is that they use parametrizations or extensions.
Unfortunately, most of the examples, although conceptually being invasive compositions,
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neither are type-safe, nor have an explicit architecture. Hence, this section is more like
a plea for the employment of invasive compositions and the use of explicit architectures.
However, this does not change the style of the examples: conceptually, they are based on
invasive operations. The first invasive architectural style uses document templates that are
filled by scripts in batch mode (script-parametrized documents).
Definition 6. A script-parametrized active document consists of a set of document
templates whose slots are filled by batch-style invasive composition programs.
Example 7. Example 2 provided a typical example, script expansion of HTML templates.
Also the requirements table from Example 3 is computed by a script, so the document
is script-parametrized. Since the computation is steered by a data-flow graph, the
requirements document has a data-flow architecture.
Example 8. Automatic configuration scripts in system installation, such as Gnu-configure
or imake, can be regarded as another example of this style. The scripts guess many
parameters of the machine and parametrize makefiles and other templates appropriately.
The second invasive architectural style works with interaction.
Definition 9. A wizard-parametrized active document consists of a set of document
templates that are filled by an interactive wizard applying invasive composition operations.
Example 10. The configuration script of perl provides an interactive text-based wizard. It
guesses many parameters of the machine automatically, but queries the user if it cannot
decide. Interestingly, Gnu-configure is script-based, while perl-configure is wizard-based.
Also, forms in Web systems, parametrized by form wizards, are wizard-parametrized active
documents.
Typically, a wizard displays several values for selection or checks whether users have
typed reasonable input. Also, the wizard must allow for undo operations, as well as
forward and backward navigations in the sequence of parametrizations. Often, wizards can
reparametrize already instantiated documents. When users reconfigure their system, they
do not like to start from scratch, but prefer to get presented with their previous selections.
If a wizard is able to parse the instantiated document, it can present the previous selections
as default values.
Example 11. After an installation has been completed, the perl configuration script can be
rerun. It reparses the previous configuration and displays the previous selections as default
values for new selections.
Seen from an architectural perspective, the wizard plays the role of the architectural
specification. Since filling the slots is an interactive process, the wizard provides a highly
configurable and incremental architecture. On the other hand, this architectural style is
restricted, since it mainly provides configurations of a template system with a finite number
of configuration values.
These examples provide additional insight. Since all application areas use templates
with slots and hooks, the invasive style relates servlet-based systems in Web engineering,
scripts that compute document tables, and system installation tools. If the document
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Fig. 2. Transclusion is embedding of document components with hot update. Transitively dependent components
are dark grey.
templates are considered as active documents whose slots and hooks are filled and extended
by invasive operations, a unified view on all application areas is possible.
5. Transconsistent active documents
The next group of architectural styles treats interactive applications that need hot update,
i.e., transconsistency. First, we informally compare transconsistency with its well-known
cousin transclusion. Then, we give graph-theoretic definitions for both concepts and show
what it means that an architecture of an active document is transcluding or transconsistent.
We conjecture that both concepts are important for all editing applications. And finally,
we extend transconsistent documents to stream documents, an architectural style for Web
applications. In this section, we assume for simplicity that the architecture of an active
document is a data-flow graph of operations on document components. This is no general
restriction, but facilitates the definitions.
The concept of transconsistency provides hot update in active documents (recall
Example 3). For hypertext documents, hot update has been already used in the form
of transclusion [21,14,15]. It ensures that whenever a document component, which is
included into several other components, changes, all embedding components also change
immediately.
Example 12. Fig. 2 contains a simple example in an office application. A company
address is embedded into a letter header, a letter footer, and a company report. Whenever
the address changes, header, footer, and report are immediately updated. The relation
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Fig. 3. A transconsistent data-flow graph. Whenever an input changes, all dependent results are immediately
invalidated and updated.
introduced by the transclusion operation is transitive: whenever a transitively shared
component changes, all transitively dependent ones are immediately updated. Hence, not
only letter heads and footers, but also all company letters change (Fig. 2 at the bottom).
However, transclusion cannot handle applications such as Example 3. Since sorting
operations are involved, pure embedding of the requirements in the central table is not
possible. To overcome this difficulty, arbitrary operations in the data-flow graphs must be
allowed. Fig. 3, left part, illustrates the principle. It shows a data-flow graph with inputs,
arbitrary operations, and results. If a change of an input operation updates immediately
all transitively dependent results (black nodes in Fig. 3), we call the data-flow graph
transconsistent.
Hence, transclusion and transconsistency work similarly, but allow for different opera-
tions in data-flow graphs: while transclusion is defined for data-flow graphs of embedding
operations, transconsistency is defined for data-flow graphs with arbitrary operations.
5.1. A graph-theoretic definition of transconsistency
To apply hot update on architectural data-flow graphs of active documents, transclusion
and transconsistency are now formally defined for data-flow graphs on arbitrary structured
values. On a hypothetical computer, the operations for hot update can be evaluated in
infinitely short time (Fig. 3, left part). On a real computer, it is possible to implement
transclusion and transconsistency with a kind of transaction concept. When an input to the
data-flow graph changes, all dependent parts must be invalidated, so that read operations
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are blocked (Fig. 3, right part). Then, the operations can be recomputed, which validates
all values again. We start with the definition of transclusion.
Definition 13. Let D be a bipartite data-flow graph over sets of embedding operations and
structured values. D is called transclusive if the following hot update condition is true.
If an input value of D changes, all dependent values are declared inconsistent immediately,
until all dependent embedding operations are re-executed.
If the values are document components, e.g., consisting of XML document fragments,
transclusive document embedding results as a special case of this definition:
Definition 14. A transclusive active document is an active document with a transclusive
architectural data-flow graph over embedding operations and document components.
Then, transconsistency:
Definition 15. Let D be a bipartite data-flow graph over sets of operations and structured
values. D is called transconsistent if the following hot update condition is true. If an input
value of D changes, all dependent values are declared inconsistent immediately, until they
are recomputed.
Example 16. As seen in Example 4, spreadsheets are applications with transconsistency.
However, often, the transconsistency is not completely automatic: in a large spreadsheet,
the dependencies between the fields are pretty complex, and updates may have to be
initiated by pressing the update button.
When the values that flow through a data-flow graph are document components, active
documents with data-flow architectures result:
Definition 17. A transconsistent document consists of a set of document components
connected by a transconsistent data-flow graph, its architecture.
5.2. Transconsistent active documents
One of the premises of hypertext tells us that transclusion is a ubiquitous operation
for editing of documents [15]. Hence, we presume that editing of active documents could
benefit from transconsistency:
Conjecture 18. All interactive editing processes of active documents involve updates of
derived components, i.e., recomputation of the operations on document components. If a
data-flow architecture is explicitly discerned, it can be made transconsistent, and the user
will enjoy hot update. Hence, all active documents with data-flow architectures can be
made transconsistent.
To underpin this conjecture, consider the following examples, each from different
application areas:
Example 19. Consider a distributed document editor by which users can edit an active
document remotely. Usually, the document editor maintains an original in a central
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Fig. 4. A transconsistent document architecture involves transclusive embeddings and arbitrary other
transconsistent operations.
repository as well as several copies on local workstations. Whenever the user changes a
local copy, the editor should immediately write-through the change to the repository so that
all other local copies can be updated and the change is immediately visible at all locations.
So far, this is a standard example for transclusion. If also computations on document
components are involved, so that parts of the document are generated from others, the
editor must ensure transconsistent update, and the documents are transconsistent.
Example 20. Fig. 4 shows the difference of transclusion and transconsistency with the
typical tasks of a content management system (CMS). Such a system maintains basic
data in XML or other formats (e.g., figure templates). With the help of transformation
languages, such as XSLT, the XML data is transformed into other formats, and, finally,
into a format a browser understands. The data-flow graph of a CMS typically contains
embedding and manipulation operations. And if the CMS should be hot updating, it must
be transconsistent.
Example 21. Consider a Web form for online shopping. If a user shops on the site
frequently, the shipping address form should remember her/his data and fill it in
automatically, as soon as she/he has typed her/his name. To this end, the name field triggers
a lookup in the customer database, and if successful, fills in the data into the rest of the
form. Conceptually, derived parts of the document (the full address) are computed from
the base components (the user name). Since this happens instantaneously, the shopping
address form is transconsistent.
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5.3. Stream documents
Transconsistent documents work like spreadsheets: their architectural data-flow graph
has a fixed set of input and a fixed set of output components. If we allow an unlimited set of
input and output components over time, stream documents result. They play an important
role in Web engineering.
Definition 22. A stream document is a transconsistent document with an unlimited
number of input or output components.
While transconsistent documents correspond to data flow graphs with a finite set of input
components, stream documents have stream architectures (pipe-and-filter architectures):
they transform an unlimited set of input components to an unlimited set of output
components.
Example 23. Consider a Web workflow of a book shop. Users will look at the catalog
any time during the day and fill in a book order form. As soon as the order is submitted,
the Web system must guide the user through a dialogue for delivery address, credit card
payment, and other information. Individually for every order, it has to produce a new set of
form pages that query the user and produce entries in the order database. Finally, it must
produce a summary page of the order and present it to the customer. All these activities
are steered by servlets expanding HTML templates and applets processing forms, so that
we see a complex active document at work. And this document is not only transconsistent
(cf. Example 21): it has to react on an unlimited number of inputs and has to produce an
unlimited number of output pages and database entries. Hence, it is a stream document.
Example 24. A Web-based review management system facilitates the submission and the
reviewing of papers for a scientific conference. In the recent years, several systems have
been developed, e.g., CyperChair [20] and START [9]. Usually, such a system consists
of several phases, which manage stream documents (Fig. 5). For instance, the first phase
provides a submission workflow, which offers a form for entering the authors’ information,
title and abstract of the paper, as well as a mechanism for uploading the paper. When an
author submits a paper, the form triggers several generation processes. It regenerates the
summary page for the program committee chair, creates a paper-specific information page,
extends a page that permits reviewers to select papers (bidding page), a.s.o. A later phase
consists of the actual reviewing. When a reviewer submits a review, the grading of the
paper is integrated into the current ranking list on the evaluation page (Fig. 5, bottom).
Both phases, submission and reviewing, are stream-based processes, so the summary and
evaluation page are stream documents.
Although being very similar, a reviewing management system is not a pure document-
oriented workflow [11]. All pages that summarize information, e.g., the bidding and
summary page, are active documents that are extended by invasive extensions, every time
a new paper is submitted. Such extensions would not be possible in standard workflows,
which grasp the production of entire documents from other entire documents. Instead,
the summary documents are stream documents, because they depend on an unlimited
number of inputs. A second difference from standard workflows lies in the fact that all
submissions lead to immediate regeneration of all derived document components, which
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Fig. 5. An excerpt of the architecture of a conference reviewing system. The phases of submission and reviewing
are depicted. Stream inputs are marked by asterisks.
is transconsistency. Hence, overview pages are stream documents, relying on invasiveness
and transconsistency. On the other hand, non-summary pages, i.e., pages that are produced
by one single paper, are transconsistent, but do not require invasive extension.
Summarizing this section, we can fix the following observations.
• Transclusion consists of invasive embedding and hot update. Transclusion spans up
a data-flow graph of embedding operations over document components. For active
documents with architectures, transclusive architectures combine invasive architectures
with hot update.
• Transconsistency generalizes transclusion by permitting other operations in the data-
flow graph over the document components, so that a data-flow graph results that
ensures hot update. Transconsistent architectures are transconsistent data-flow graphs
that compute a set of derived document components from a set of input components.
• Stream architectures are transconsistent architectures with an unlimited number of input
or output components.
Transconsistent documents reveal one of the advantages of discerning an architecture.
Without architecture, one cannot reason about transconsistency, because the definition
of transconsistency requires a data-flow graph on structured values. With architecture,
however, one can reason about the architectural specification, and in particular, systematic
conditions for hot update can be defined and enforced.
6. Staged active documents
Although invasiveness and transconsistency are important concepts for active
documents, they are not sufficient to explain Web systems. Usually, Web-based systems
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are template documents that are expanded to sets of HTML pages. The generated HTML
may also contain applets, code that is executed on the client. Then, the system runs in
several stages: the first stage consists of the server-side expansion of the HTML templates,
the second stage of the client-side execution of the applet.
The concept of staging has been introduced in staged programming [17]. In this
approach, a stage is a phase of execution that produces code for the next stage. Expressions
of previous stages and later stages are freely mixed in an application, i.e., an application
contains slices of expressions of different execution stages. If, on every stage of such a
multi-stage programming system, we discern an architecture explicitly, every stage will
have a specific component model, and the architectures of later stages are computed from
earlier stages. Hence, staged architecture applies – on the architectural level – the same
principle as staged programming [17].
Definition 25. A staged architecture is a sequence of n subarchitectures (an architecture
with n stages). Each stage produces the next stage, except the last, which produces the
final document. Every stage may be invasive or transconsistent. A staged architecture, in
which all stages are transconsistent, is called staged transconsistent architecture. An active
document with a staged architecture is called a staged active document.
An active document with a staged architecture has n execution stages. All of them have
an architecture, as well as a set of components conforming to a component model specific
for the stage. Starting from stage 0, all other stages are successively computed, i.e., stage
0 produces significant parts of stage 1, so stage 1 becomes complete and can execute.
Stage 1 computes significant parts of stage 2, so it can execute, a.s.o. Hence, in a staged
architecture system, large parts of the architectures and components on every stage, except
stage 0, are computed from previous stages.
Example 26. Java Server Pages (JSP), one of the most popular component models for
Web engineering (Fig. 6), is a two-stage model, in which both stages run on the server. In
the figure, light grey components form the first stage, dark grey components the second
stage. JSP are HTML templates with embedded Java fragments, such as the following (top
left of the figure) [13]:
<html>
<%@page language="java" imports="java.util.*" %>
<h1> Good morning, dear student! </h1>
<jsp:useBean id="clock" class="jspCalendar" />
<p> <% if (clock.dayOfTheMonth()%2 == 0) { %>
Odd day today, dear student.
You may visit the baker shop.
<% }else { %>
Even day. No money for baker :-(
<% } %>
</p>
<html>
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In the first stage, all Java fragments encapsulated by <%..%> tags are extracted and fed
into the JSP engine (Fig. 6 on top). In the example, the tags contain a declaration that the
Java language is used, an import to the Java util package, several Java fragments that
expand to strings, and an import tag <jsp:useBean> that specifies the access of a Java
calendar bean. From these tags, the JSP engine generates a servlet, which is loaded into
the Web server. In the second phase (Fig. 6 at the bottom), the Web server loads and runs
the servlet, removes all <%..%> tags from the template, and expands it to the final page. As
such, the servlet has an invasive architecture (Section 4). However, the servlet is generated
by a stage that is running prior to the invasive architecture. As such, this first stage is not
an active document, but a pure software generator, which is integrated as a stage into the
architecture of the JSP document.
Example 27. Some Web-based systems are based on even more stages. The following
listing displays a typical page of a scripting language called xml4all (xfa) [22]:
<xfa1:profession>
<xfa2:ref pop-up>
<sql>select arbitrary lastName from bakers</sql> baker
<xfa2:ref pop-up>
</xfa1:profession>
<xfa:function hello>
<body>
<h1>This is My Personal Page with XFA</h1>
<xfa:if Odd(environment^DATE)>
<xfa:ref message>
<xfa:else>
Even day. No money for <xfa1:profession> :-(
</xfa:if>
</body>
</xfa:function>
<xfa:function message>
Odd day today, dear student.
You may visit the <xfa1:profession> shop.
</xfa:function>
The example contains four different languages which are executed at different stages.
The first stage consists of xfa1, a preprocessor language, which parametrizes servlet
templates with global parameters. The second stage is SQL; SQL queries are encapsulated
as tags, which are executed by the database on the server. The third stage provides the
central servlet language, xfa. Finally, xfa2 is an applet language which executes in the
client browser. In the example, an xfa1 expression xfa1:profession inserts the string
baker into the xfa servlets before server expansion. The string is parametrized by the
result of an SQL tag that selects the name of a baker shop from a database. Also, the string
is qualified with an xfa2 applet expression that pops up the string when displayed in the
browser. Thus, in xml4all, every stage has a slice of the original page; every slice executes
at a different time and expands to some other language, either the scripting language of a
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Fig. 6. The staged architecture of a JSP application. Double-headed arrows indicate generation.
subsequent stage, or to HTML, the language of the last stage. Hence, xml4all is a four-
staged programming system for Web-based applications.
Example 28. Imagine a JSP-based form, which extends the JSP architecture to a
three-stage system of servlet generation, servlet execution, and applet execution. The first
stage generates the servlet and needs to be run only once. When the user edits the form,
she/he cannot modify a JSP tag, so the servlet need not be regenerated. However, the
second phase, the form generation, should be transconsistent, because the generated page
should react on form inputs immediately. This transconsistent behavior is achieved by an
applet (third stage): whenever the user fills a form field, the applet receives a modification
event and triggers the regeneration of the page. Hence, transconsistent JSP-based form
applications consist of three stages: the non-transconsistent JSP generation, and the two
transconsistent stages of servlet expansion and applet feedback.
Example 29. Staged architectures can be driven to the extreme. The Website Meta
Language (WML) is a staged generating system for Web sites, which is successfully
applied in many larger Web sites [7]. WML is based on nine stages (include file expansion,
high-level macro expansion with a special preprocessor mp4h, perl construct expansion,
low-level macro expansion with m4, diversion filter, character and string substitution,
markup code fixup, markup code stripping, and finally, markup code splitting). WML is
not transconsistent, so it looks more like a nine-pass compiler for Web systems. However,
it treats nine different languages, intertwined in one file, reduced slice by slice, stage by
stage, to pure HTML.
In the last 10 years, many different technologies have appeared for the engineering of
Web-based applications, so there is a real technology jungle in Web engineering. It should
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be clear by now that staged architectures are a prevalent architectural style of Web-based
systems. And this explains why Web systems are so complicated and difficult to construct:
to put it simply, they rely on a complex architectural style. Our hope is that by making their
staged architectures explicit, Web-based systems can become simpler.
Another reason that staging is used in Web engineering is the heterogeneity of the tool
world. Often, tools have to be employed that are not integrated with HTML or XML, such
as databases or text processors. The execution of such a tool can be left to one stage, while
the rest of the document is computed in other stages. This encapsulates off-the-shelf tools
into special stages, and leaves the rest of the tooling as independent as possible.
Looking back to the introduction, staging drives the implicit–explicit principle to its
extreme: stage 0 describes the final system on stage n in an extremely concise form, stage
1 in a little less concise form, while stage n contains the explicit form, which is computed
over several stages. With staged active documents, we have seen the last architectural style
that we need for our hypothesis of active document composition. This style is orthogonal
to all others; every stage can be invasive and transconsistent as such.
7. What is composition of active documents?
We are now ready to define a hypothesis of active document engineering. The hypothesis
deals with architectures of active documents and enumerates their ingredients. It also
provides a basis for a compositional active document technology because architectural
specifications are used to compose systems from components. We do not assume that the
hypothesis can be formally proven, because the world of engineering is not closed, but we
have enumerated many examples for it, and the reader can certainly find many more.
Conjecture 30. A compositional technique for active documents relies on four concepts:
explicit architectures for software and documents (including component models),
invasiveness, staging, and transconsistency.
Active document composition =
Explicit Architecture + Invasiveness + Staging + Transconsistency
The first concept in the formula is well understood and accepted. Software engineering has
shown that explicit architectures improve reuse, documentation, and maintainability. Such
architectures rely on component models for the software and data components of active
documents, and already today, many of them are employed, such as JSP tags, or applets.
However, since the models are used without explicit description of architectures, explicit
composition programs must be added, in the simplest form data-flow graphs of operations
on components. Also, the component models should mature in the sense that they will
contain better interface concepts, better information hiding, and contracts [2].
However, the other elements of the formula are not that obvious. Firstly, we have
demonstrated that active documents need invasiveness, i.e., the embedding of generated
components into template components. This is pretty much different from software
engineering, in which many component models are non-invasive [19]. For instance, all
COTS component models, such as CORBA and DCOM, are non-invasive, because they
rely on components in binary form. Since in active document engineering, invasiveness has
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not been discerned explicitly, a multitude of untyped template techniques have appeared,
creating a maintenance headache and a major cause for future legacy systems. They should
be replaced by fragment-based component models that are controlled by metamodels, or at
least by the XML schemas in question. And that should make it clear that operations on a
component model for active documents must be typed invasive compositions.
Secondly, interactive document editing requires hot update of computations, and we
have characterized this concept with an extension of transclusion, transconsistency. This
is a major progress. For the first time, approaches such as the applet–servlet interaction
in Web-form processing, large spreadsheet applications, definition-use processing of
documents such as indices and distributed tables, can be explained systematically as
a generalization of transclusion. Hence, they get a common background, and common
tooling can be built for them.
Thirdly, active documents, such as Web systems, may contain several stages,
some of which are pure software architectures. Only the last stages must be active
document architectures, in the sense that they involve software and document components
(Example 26). Often, stages collaborate to achieve transconsistency (Example 28). Staging
is complicated, since all component models and architectures involved must fit to each
other; however, applications can become really messy if they do not discern staged
architectures.
It is interesting to see that only one element of our formula, transconsistency, is not
necessary in pure software applications. Usually, software is built by batch processing, with
the help of software built management tools, such as makefiles [2]. This marks a major
difference of active documents from software: active documents need transconsistency,
software does not. However, when software is edited, the software artifact is a document
that is edited. And in this scenario, transclusion and transconsistency again play an
important role, e.g., when several views on the artifact exist, as in a UML tool
(cf. Example 19).
8. Related work
Demeyer develops a framework technology for hypermedia systems, ZYPHER, based
on metaobject protocols [4]. This technology is orthogonal to our work and provides an
important aid to implementing all above-mentioned styles in a flexible way. Due to the
metaobject protocols, the frameworks can be easily tailored to the domain of application,
tailored to the system level, and tailored with regard to configuration. Naturally, such a
framework lends itself to the realization of the architectural styles. In particular, Demeyer
introduces the notion of explicit contracts for document components, represented as
metaobjects. Hence, invasive compositions could benefit from ZYPHER technology, since
contracts provide even stronger consistency checking than typing.
COMPOST, the invasive composition system for Java [2], is being extended to XML
fragment composition. It is the first uniform composition framework that scales from
source code composition to fragment-based document composition. COMPOST supports
invasive operations. Architectures are written by Java composition programs that apply
the operators of the library. COMPOST has been tested with a case study of a conference
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review management system (Example 24). The system has a five-stage architecture; all
stages are transconsistent and invasive. COMPOST can generate all stages.
Ref. [16] has defined a basic hypothesis of software architecture: Architecture =
Elements + Style + Rationale. Elements are components and connectors, style means
architectural styles, and rationale indicates the constraints of the style. Of course, this
hypothesis is also general enough for document engineering; it could be said that it has
been refined here to this application area.
9. Conclusion
We said at the beginning that active documents exploit the power of programming to
represent content more concisely. The premise of this paper is that active documents should
also exploit the power of architecture to be more structured, simpler to maintain, and easier
to understand. Active documents should be classified according to architectural styles, and
these will be based on the concepts of invasiveness, transconsistency, and staging.
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